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ABSTRACT
In Molecular Diagnostics, method comparison studies are conducted to estimate possible systematic
difference between measures from a new investigational assay and an approved assay. The U.S. Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) recommends in such case the use of Deming regression analysis to
1
establish that the new assay measures the target value as accurately as the gold standard method .
While extensive literature is available on the estimation of the Deming Regression parameters using SAS,
there is limited information on how to construct confidence interval of these parameters when there is
correlation among data due to repeated measurements. This paper will present a SAS macro that
2
efficiently calculates the slope and intercept of the Deming regression and also performs the bootstrap
method to estimate the confidence interval around these parameters.

INTRODUCTION
Molecular Diagnostics aims to provide new assays for screening, diagnostic and monitoring of patients. In
the process of the validation of a new assay, method comparison studies are conducted to establish that
the new assay measures the target value as accurately as the reference method. For quantitative assays,
method comparisons include linear regressions and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
recommends Deming regression analysis or similar analysis that account for random errors from both the
1
new assay and reference method . This paper presents a SAS macro that efficiently calculates the slope
2
and intercept of the Deming regression and also performs method the bootstrap method to estimate the
confidence interval around these parameters.

DEMING REGRESSION THEORY
Every measurement method is subject to some random measurement error. As an example (Linnet K et
2
al. 1998) , when measuring an analyte concentration on a given sample, the measured value from the
reference test method (𝑥𝑖 ) would deviate from the target value (𝑋𝑖 ) by some small “random” amount (𝜀𝑖 ).
Similarly the measured value from the new test method (𝑦𝑖 ) would deviate from the target value (𝑌𝑖 ) by
some small “random” amount (𝜎𝑖 ) and the following relations exist:
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Assuming a linear relationship between the target values of the two methods Yi

  0  X i , the Deming

regression procedure takes into account the measurement errors in both the reference test method and
3
the new test method and provides an unbiased estimate of the slope  (Linnet K. 1998) .
In other words, while the Ordinary Least Square (OLS) regression makes the assumption that the x
variable (reference test method in this example) is error-free and tries to find the line of best fit to
minimize the residual errors (D) in the y variable (the new test method), the Deming regression tries to
find the line of best fit to minimize the residual errors (A and B) on both X and Y (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Deming regression versus OLS regression

Assuming constant analytical errors, the unweighted form of Deming regression analysis is appropriate
4
and the slope and intercept estimates are given by the following equations (Linnet K. 1993) :
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With N the total number of samples measured and  the analytical errors ratio generally assigned a
default value of one for two measurement methods with similar precision. It can also be estimated based
on the analytical standard deviation (SDa) obtained from the reproducibility study of each measurement
2
2
method as SDax / SDay .

SAS CODES FOR DEMING REGRESSION PARAMETER ESTIMATES
Deming regression analysis can be performed in SAS using the NLP procedure, the OPTMODEL
procedure as well as the CALIS procedure. A deep understanding of these procedures is required in
order to accommodate them to the Deming regression models. In contrast, the %Deming_Linnet SAS
macro presented below is straightforward for the computation of the Deming regression estimates (slope
and intercept) in the comparison of a new measurement method to a reference method.
The %Deming_Linnet macro requires the following five arguments:
1. Datain: the SAS input data set containing at least the variable with the reference method results
(Xvar) and the variable with the new method results (Yvar).
2. Dataout: the SAS output data set that will contain the slope and intercept estimates.
3. Xvar: the name of the variable with the reference method results.
4. Yvar: the name of the variable with the new method results.
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5. Lambda: the error ratio set by default to 1.
Using the SQL Procedure, %Deming_Linnet computes the quantities in equation (2) and uses them to
estimate the Deming regression slope and intercept in equation (1).
%macro Deming_Linnet(datain = , dataout = , Xvar=, Yvar= , lambda=1) ;
/**
Parameter estimates using all samples in datain dataset **/
/* computation of the quantities in equation (2) */
proc sql;
create table distance as
select
mean(howfar.x_mean) as x_mean,
mean(howfar.y_mean) as y_mean,
sum(howfar.xxi) as xxi_sum,
sum(howfar.yyi) as yyi_sum,
sum(howfar.xyi) as xyi_sum
from (
select
x, mean(x) as x_mean,
y, mean(y) as y_mean,
(x - calculated x_mean)**2 as xxi,
(y - calculated y_mean)**2 as yyi,
((x - calculated x_mean) * (y - calculated y_mean)) as xyi
from &datain) howfar;
quit;
/* computation of the quantities in equation (1) */
proc sql;
create table &dataout as
select
&lambda as lambda,
( (calculated lambda)*yyi_sum - xxi_sum + sqrt((xxi_sum (calculated lambda)*yyi_sum)**2
+ 4*(calculated lambda)*xyi_sum**2))/(2*(calculated
lambda)*xyi_sum) as slope,
(y_mean - calculated slope*x_mean) as intercp
from distance;
quit;
%mend Deming_Linnet;

SAS CODES FOR BOOTSTRAPPED DEMING REGRESSION
Once the %Deming_Linnet macro generates the Deming regression slope and intercept estimates, one
will be interested in making inferences about the comparison of the new measurement method with the
reference method. Calculating confidence intervals around these estimates can be useful.
The %Deming_bootstrap SAS macros presented below computes the confidence intervals of the Deming
regression slope and intercept estimates using the Bootstrap re-sampling method. Therefore it can
accommodate designs with correlation among data due to repeated measurements for same subject.
The %Deming_bootstrap macro requires the following nine arguments:
1. Datain: the SAS input data set containing at least the variable with the reference method results
(Xvar), the variable with the new method results (Yvar) and the subject ID variable (subject).
2. Dataout: the SAS output data set that will contain the bootstrapped slope and intercept estimates
as well as their corresponding confidence interval (CI) limits.
3. Xvar: the name of the variable with the reference method results.
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Yvar: the name of the variable with the new method results.
Lambda: the error ratio set by default to 1.
num_rep: the number of replicates for the Bootstrap re-sampling set to 1000 by default.
seedBoot: the seed for the random sampling.
alpha: the significance level for the two sided confidence intervals set to 0.05 by default.
subject: the name of the variable indicating the subject ID or sample ID. Useful when there are
repeated measurements on same subjects or samples.

%macro deming_bootstrap(datain = , dataout = , Xvar=, Yvar= , lambda=1 ,
num_rep=1000, seedBoot=48941, alpha=0.05, subject=);
/** Compute BOOTSTRAPPED Confidence Intervals for the Deming Regression slope
and Intercept **/
/* Re-sampling to create the input datasets for the bootstrap */
proc surveyselect data=&datain out=resampled
seed=&seedBoot
method=urs
samprate=1
outhits
reps=&num_rep;
strata &subject;
run;
proc sort data=resampled;
by replicate &subject;
run;
/* Run %deming_Linnet on the first re-sampled dataset;
This will create the first instance of the dataset where all the
bootstrap estimates will be appended */
data boot_1;
set resampled;
where Replicate eq 1;
run;
%deming_Linnet (datain =boot_1 , dataout =dem_par, Xvar= &Xvar,
Yvar=&Yvar , lambda=&lambda);
/* Perform the bootstrap with %bootit */
%macro bootit;
%do rep=2 %to &num_rep;
*subset dataset to i-th re-sampled dataset (i>1);
data boot_&rep;
set resampled;
where Replicate eq &rep;
run;
%deming_Linnet (datain =boot_&rep , dataout =dem_par_&rep, Xvar=
&Xvar, Yvar=&Yvar , lambda=&lambda);
proc append base=dem_par data=dem_par_&rep;
run;
%end;
%mend bootit;
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%bootit;
/* Get the median value of the bootstrap estimates and their CIs */
proc univariate data=dem_par;
var intercp slope;
output median=int_med slp_med pctlpre=int_ slp_
pctlpts=%sysevalf(100*(&alpha./2)), %sysevalf(100*(1-&alpha./2))
out=&dataout;
run;
%mend deming_bootstrap;

PRACTICAL EXAMPLE OF THE USE OF BOOTSTRAPPED DEMING REGRESSION
SAS MACRO
Viral load testing to determine the amount of circulating Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) is crucial for
medical decision making and monitoring of HIV infected people. We present data from a method
comparison study of a new HIV-1 assay that runs on a fully automated system as compared to a
reference test method.
%deming_bootstrap(datain =TestRslt, dataout=boot_ci_dem , Xvar=old_test,
Yvar=new_test , lambda=1 , num_rep=1000, seedBoot=48941,
alpha=0.05, subject=subjid);
You run this macro and will get the Deming regression intercept and the slope as well as their
corresponding bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals. Results can be presented as in Figure 2 by a
scatter plot showing the fitted Deming regression line, the identity line (methods equal) and the regression
equation with the confidence intervals for the intercept and the slope.
Figure 2. Deming regression for two HIV assays comparison
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CONCLUSION
When comparing two measurement methods that both have measurement error, Deming regression is
one of the appropriate methods that should be used. You can easily use the %Deming_Linnet SAS macro
presented in this paper to calculate the Deming regression parameters (intercept and slope). For
inferences, the code of the %Deming_bootstrap SAS macro can be used to perform the bootstrap method
and generate the confidence intervals around the Deming regression estimates. This macro can
accommodate designs with correlation among data due to repeated measurements.
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